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Endings are hard!  They are fraught with messy, 

intense emotions.  And we avoid them whenever 

possible, just to escape the mess.  I find, in general, 

people are not taught how to accurately assess if 

something should be terminated, when to end, and 

most importantly, how to create the ending.  

Consider this: you’re in a stable job, one that 

pays the bills, has good benefits, and you enjoy the 

people you work with; yet … you’re not happy.  You 

feel underutilized and bored.  Should you stay and 

try to change things or resign and search for 

something new?  Or perhaps you’re in a relationship 

that you value, but also is extremely frustrating to 

you.  Do you work on it or let it go?  It’s tough, isn’t it?  

When the positives offset the negatives, keeping the 

ledger balance at zero, it is difficult to know how to 

proceed.  How do you know when to end something, 

and when to push through it?

The purpose of this writing is to push into the “IF” 

space a little - to give you opportunity to see if you 

feel you have some situations in your life that need 

to be addressed.  As a therapist, I see many people 

make their decisions reactively, rather than with 

insight and intentionality.  Generally, people opt out 

or refuse to end something because leaving the 

situation feels too scary.  It creates high anxiety, 
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something human beings struggle to manage.  They 

(myself included) would mostly like to avoid it.

When considering if an ending should occur, one 

of the tools that has helped me immensely is Henry 

Cloud’s, Necessary Endings. Cloud uses the 

metaphor of pruning (a la rose bush) to describe the 

conditions that necessitate the endings. What in our 

businesses, relationships, jobs need to be clipped? 

The dead, the diseased and the things that are 

producing, but not at the desired capacity - these 

require our attention.  

How does this work?  When a relationship has no 

life and cannot be resurrected, it needs to go - it’s so 

much dead wood, per se.  When you are in a job that 

has no hope for advancement (and you are unhappy), 

it is time to end it.  When a pattern of relating is 

unhealthy, it needs to be “nipped in the bud” (oh, yes, 

pun intended).  When your company has people in it 

that are sabotaging the values of the business, they 

should be confronted and given a chance to align 

with your distinctives; if they are unable to do so, 

they need to leave the organization. It will save you 

so much grief and frustration! 

For me, it is much more difficult to ascertain the 

good versus great relationship / business / job.  It is 
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easy for people who are optimistic (me!) to stay in a 

poor situation thinking it will change, when really, if 

we are honest with ourselves, the signs are there.  

We just don’t want to see them or act on them 

because change is scary and a lot of work.  We all 

have a tendency to put our fingers in our ears and 

chant: La la la la la la la la (as in, “I can’t hear you, I 

don’t want to know.”).

 I know of a student (shall we call her me? Yes!) 

who was given a one year internship working at a 

residential treatment facility.  Over the course of 

that year, I did a great job with the clients, who 

expressed attachment to me and I was committed to 

them.  However, the administration and I did not have a 

warm working relationship.  There was no overt 

conflict, but often there was strain, due to a 

disagreement of procedure and the tension between 

best treatment and efficiency.  I rarely felt valued 

and actually dreaded going each day, though once I 

arrived, I enjoyed my time with the individual clients. 

As the year drew to a close, I considered applying for 

a paying job, despite the fact that I really didn’t 

enjoy working for them - because I did not want to 

“abandon” my clients.  And it was scary to pursue 

something elsewhere.  This is a situation where I 

believe the branch was “unhealthy” and it just 

needed to be cut.  In the end, I decided not to stay; I 
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went on to a job where I was welcomed and valued.  

Within two days of ending the residential treatment 

facility, I knew I had made the right decision, mostly 

from the overwhelming relief.  

Years ago, I met a therapist who had opportunity 

for a different kind of ending.  She liked her co-

workers, but had no voice in the policies or 

procedures.  After a while, it occurred to her that 

she could do better in a private practice.  There was 

more freedom as well as more responsibility.  The 

financial compensation was significantly higher, but 

she would have to do all the scheduling and billing 

and insurance filing as well.  These variables kept 

her from making the decision for about two years.  

This is an example of a pruning where it is healthy, but 

not as productive as it could be.  There was nothing 

wrong with staying, but it was impossible for her to 

reach her goals in her current situation.  Sometimes, 

because the situation doesn’t appear harmful, it is 

difficult to see that an ending needs to happen.  When 

I spoke with her years later, she told me that once 

the choice was made and enacted, her relief was 

palpable and she realized that the decision should 

have been made about 18 months earlier.

Delayed endings are ubiquitous in relationships.  

A young woman I know stayed with a man who treated 
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her terribly for YEARS.  Despite the abuse in the 

relationship, she could not bring herself to leave. 

Eventually, HE left HER. This has set her emotional 

life back a decade at least. Her heart would have 

done so much better had she been able to see reality 

and end the relationship as soon as she realized that 

it was unhealthy.  

Another man I know can not end his relationship 

with his girlfriend, even though she has CLEARLY 

communicated that they are finished.  The 

relationship is DEAD.  She lives in another country.  

Yet, he persists in staying attached to her, thus 

preventing his life from moving on.  When we were 

talking, I spoke to him directly in an effort to get him 

to see the truth of his situation.  He needed to let her 

go.  He declined. I am betting a full year later, he is 

still hanging on to her memory and is just as stuck as 

he was when I spoke with him last.  

People and their interactions can never be 

perfect and we shouldn’t expect them to be.  Yet we 

should have some sort of standard of behavior.   We 

all know of relationships that are not terrible, but 

they also are a paler version of what they could be.  

In these instances, we need to give one another 

feedback as to what could help the relationship 

blossom.  Can the person HEAR that information? 
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These situations are the most difficult to decide to 

prune or not.  It is much easier to see if something is 

dead or diseased than it is to assess something that is 

mediocre.  Can it grow?  So much depends on 

openness toward personal growth, acceptance of  

feedback, and application of change.

When you are considering if something needs to 

be ended, ask yourself these questions: 

1.  Is this thing (relationship, job, situation) DEAD?  

If it can’t be resurrected, an ending needs to occur.  

Trust me, you’ll feel so much lighter after you do it.

2.  Is it diseased?  (Unhealthy and headed toward 

dying).  An ending will let you move forward.

3.  Is it okay, but there are actually much better 

jobs, relationships, employees out there?  Are you 

settling for less than you should?  An ending should 

be considered.  A conversation and some parameters 

for growth should be enacted and then monitored to 

see if change is possible.  I’ll be straight forward 

here - I have yet to see anyone do this that regrets it.  

I know in my life, this has made all the difference.  Try 

it!
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